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Why Supply Chain Finance?
A strategic solution for helping improve financials

Why supply chain finance?
Helps address the current trends and priorities of financial supply chains
Working capital...
“I would say that the outlook for working capital in 2016 is for further tightening. The
top credits will remain fine and will wonder what all the fuss is about, but for the rest of
us, it will remain a challenge and commercial solutions will remain at the fore.”
– Treasury Insider
10 Hot Trends for 2016
The Treasurer, Dec 2015/Jan 2016
Find out more >

Top 10 Trends in Financial
Services, 2016
Aite Group, January 2016

Find out more >

The Treasurer: 10 Hot Trends for 2016, Dec 2015/Jan 2016

Optimizing Flow of Funds through the financial supply chain…
“With billions estimated to be tied up in excess working capital, optimizing the flow of
funds through the financial supply chain will surely continue to be a top priority
for…companies in the years ahead.”
Treasury Today: Overhauling working capital management (April 2014)

Reduce costs and optimize working capital
“According to the “Supply Chain Impact Survey” commissioned by Capgemini and conducted
online in October 2013 by KRC Research, 87% of global supply chain managers reported topdown pressure to continually reduce costs and optimize working capital in the supply
chain.”
Capgemini: Supply Chain Management – An integrated approach to Optimize
Working Capital (March 25, 2014)
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Focus: always improve financials
How can I improve my income statement?

How can I improve my balance sheet?

+

+
CLIENT

CLIENT

Strategy:

Strategy:

 Maximize sales and gross margins

 Optimize working capital and the cash conversion cycle

 Minimize selling, general and administrative expenses

 Effectively manage risk

 Minimize interest expense and banking fees

 Minimize bank debt and leverage

Helping both buyers and suppliers
improve ROIC, EBITDA and EPS
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Helping buyers lengthen DPO
and suppliers shorten DSO

Improving the income statement
Strategy
Challenge
Maximize Ongoing focus on negotiating
sales and lower COGS
gross margins
Minimize
selling, general
and admin.
expenses

Ongoing focus on streamlining
processes to capture efficiencies
that will lower administrative
expenses
Ongoing focus on minimizing

Minimize borrowing costs and fees
interest expense
and banking fees

Solutions

Supply

Chain
Finance

Proprietary
Supply Chain
Finance
platform

Supply
Chain
Finance

Value
Buyers can negotiate lower COGS in
exchange for lowering their suppliers’
financing costs
Provides a fully integrated, automated
solution for efficient SCF processing and
reporting
Suppliers take advantage of a buyer’s higher
credit profile and costs are lowered for the
supplier

Showing how both buyers and suppliers
control costs and drive more dollars to the bottom line
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Improving the balance sheet
Strategy
Challenge
Optimize
working capital
and the cash
conversion cycle

Ongoing focus on improving
cash flow

Ongoing focus on mitigating

Effectively
risk
manage risk

Ongoing focus on reducing

Minimize
bank debt
bank debt and
leverage

Solution

Supply
Chain
Finance

Supply
Chain
Finance

Supply

Chain
Finance

Value
Buyers can negotiate extended payment terms and
extend DPO and improve cash flow with strategic
suppliers while lowering suppliers’ financing costs,
reducing suppliers’ DSO and providing suppliers an
additional source of liquidity

Helps strengthen key supplier relationships and
sustainability, and minimizes payment
concentration risk for the supplier.
Buyers can finance more of their working capital
with trade payables and less with bank debt,
Suppliers can free up working capital to pay down
debt by reducing their receivable balances

Showing how buyers improve DPO/liquidity and
how suppliers improve DSO/liquidity at a lower cost to both
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Buyer View- Solutions to Address Trade Payable Needs
Risk Mitigation /
Payment Assurance

Improving AP Processes

Key Client Needs
Payment Assurance – Supplier Support

• Buyer needs to give seller payment guarantee

Optimizing Working
Capital

BAML Solutions

• Commercial/Import Letter of Credit
• Trade Standby Letter of Credit

Accounts Payable Process Management

• Improve efficiency/discrepancy management

• Purchase Order-to-Pay

• Reduce costs

• Import Collections with Doc Imaging

• Enhance visibility/required docs

• CashPro Trade Web Portal

Working Capital Management

• Clean Bankers Acceptances (BAs)

• Improve DPO/Extend Terms

• Bank Payment Obligation

• Decrease costs in the supply chain by helping lower

• Commercial/Import Letter of Credit - (Time Drafts/BAs)

supplier financing rate

• Supply Chain Financing

Extending payables can drive enterprise wide improvements in free cash flow
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Supplier View- Solutions to Address Trade Receivable Needs

Risk Mitigation

Improving AR
Processes

Export Working
Capital Financing

Optimize Working
Capital

BAML Solutions

Key Client Needs
Risk Mitigation

• Export Letter of Credit

• Counterparty Risk

• Export Letter of Credit Discounting

• Country/Sovereign Risk

• Standby Letter of Credit in favor of seller

Account Receivable Process Management

• Documentary Collections

• Improve efficiency/discrepancy management

• Export Letters of Credit

• Reduce costs

• Document Presentation and Payment

• Enhance visibility
Working Capital Management & Financing

• Improve DSO & reduce costs

• Additional working capital financing to support export
sales

• Trade Pro Web Portal
• Export Letter of Credit Discounting/ documentary Bankers’
Acceptance

• EX-IM Bank Working Capital Guarantee Program
• TRF financing for certain key customers

• Include foreign receivables & exportable inventory in
borrowing base

• SCF Programs (as a supplier)

Reducing receivables can drive improvements in cash flow & risk mitigation
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History of Supply Chain Finance
From a single industry to most industries – both domestic and international

History of Supply Chain Finance
What are we talking about- Supply Chain Finance?
Wikipedia
“Refers to the set of solutions available for financing specific goods and/or products as they move from
origin to destination along the supply chain. It is related to a quickly growing use of a battery of
technologies and financial business practices that allow for discounting of Accounts Receivable and
financing of companies' confirmed Accounts Payable”

Investopedia
“A set of technology-based business and financing processes that link the various parties in a transaction –
the buyer, seller and financing institution – to lower financing costs and improved business efficiency.
Supply chain finance (SCF) provides short-term credit that optimizes working capital for both the buyer
and the seller”

Prime Revenue
“Supply chain finance, also known as supplier finance or reverse factoring, is a set of solutions that
optimizes cash flow by allowing businesses to lengthen their payment terms to their suppliers while
providing the option for their large and SME suppliers to get paid early. This results in a win-win situation
for the buyer and supplier. The buyer optimizes working capital, and the supplier generates additional
operating cash flow, thus minimizing risk across the supply chain.”

Financing the Cash Flows in the Financial Supply Chain- A Structure that lowers the overall
financing costs in the financial supply chain, and providing the ability for the benefits to be
shared between the Buyer and Supplier
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History of Supply Chain Finance
Overall Market

Over the past 15 years, Supply Chain Finance has grown into a
mainstream trade finance/capital structure product
As the SCF industry developed….
…simpler structures (legal/pricing)
…clarified roles (banks, clients, third parties)
…improved supplier engagement

Supply
Chain
Finance

Grew rapidly
following the 2008
financial crisis

First appeared in the
U.S., circa 2001
Initially offered by
large U.S. banks
Initially adopted by
retailers; followed by
automotive parts
distributors

Helped large buyers
with strong ratings
protect their supply
chain – both locally
and internationally
Offered by most
global banks and
many regional banks

Current global market
is approximately $500+
billion in annual spend
volume and 400+
buyer programs
Most programs are in
the U.S. and Europe
APAC and LATAM are
quickly growing and
are seen as the highest
growth regions

Global market is
expected to reach $2
trillion in spend over
the next five years
SCF programs have
broadened to include
a wide array of
industry verticals, like
oil & gas, mining,
manufacturing,
consumer products
and healthcare

Programs are now being sponsored by
smaller corporate buyers (< 1bil sales),
as programs become more efficient.

Challenge for sizing the SCF industry- no published industry data/ information
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Spreading from industry to industry
Supply Chain Finance is now being used in
a wide range of industries

Equipment
Manufacturing
Technology

Supply
Chain
Finance

Consumer Goods
Retail

Others…

Oil and Gas
Food and Beverage

Apparel

Chemical

Automotive
2000

2005

2010

2015

As more industry participants see the value,
others in the new industry begin to follow
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How It All Works
The simple mechanics that create the value

Overview of the SCF program

Purpose

Pricing

Program

Provides a means to:
▪ Extend payment terms and
provide an alternative financing
solution to suppliers
▪ Increase operational efficiencies
▪ Generate additional cash flow
▪ Reduce overall costs
▪ Create a “value exchange” that
can improve working capital for
both you and your suppliers

▪ Suppliers can tap into funds earlier
in their receivable cycle by allowing
them to secure funds against those
receivables at a very favorable cost

▪ Suppliers bear the ongoing program
costs, at a cost of funds aligned with
the buyer’s credit profile, and the
length of the receivable to be funded.

▪ Integrates well with ERP
technology to provide a seamless
solution with minimal disruption

▪ Cost of the program is often lower
than the cost of funds for many
suppliers, and usually well below their
WACC or IRR

▪ Available to both domestic and
international suppliers
▪ Capable of participation structure,
multiple banks

A win-win situation
 Increased DPO for the buyer
 Accelerated cash/better financing for suppliers
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How an SCF program works
Leverages buyers’ credit strength to lower
the cost of funding for strategic suppliers
Example process flow:

BofAML
(CashPro Trade™)

1. Buyer transmits purchase orders to supplier
2. Supplier ships goods and submits invoices to buyer
3. Buyer reconciles and feeds approved invoice file to
the bank
4. Supplier selects and requests early funds from
the bank on approved invoices
5. The bank purchases the invoices and remits
payment to supplier (less the SCF fees)

 Invoice

6. The bank debits buyer account on
invoice maturity date

 Purchase order

Buyer

Supplier

Buyers extend payment terms without negative supplier impact;
suppliers liquidate receivables early at an attractive interest rate
through a bank (BofAML)
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SCF benefits

WIN
Buyer Options with SCF
 Improve cash flow by extending DPO
 Reduce cost of goods sold by
leveraging supplier financing savings
 Minimize bank borrowings and
interest expense
 Strengthen supplier
relationships/sustainability

WIN
Supplier Options with SCF
 Improve cash flow by reducing DSO
 Provide better pricing to maximize sales and
improve relationship with customer
 Minimize bank borrowing and interest expense
 Improve cash flow forecasting and flexibility
 Have a tool to manage the concentration of
receivables with a major buyer

Resulting in a win-win scenario for both buyers and suppliers
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Analysis and Value Proposition
Why it works for both the buyer and the supplier

Supplier segmentation and supply chain finance
Best-in-class companies segment their suppliers many different ways and
BofAML offers solutions for every type of supplier segment
Type of spend

Benefit

Strategic International
and domestic suppliers

Supply Chain
Finance

Invoiced spend
for U.S. and Canada

DPO extension/
financial incentive/
dynamic discounting

Electronic Card
Self funded early
payment

Non-invoiced spend/
lower dollar

Financial incentive/DPO
extension/reduced processing
costs/data consolidation

Purchasing
Card

Employee
programs

Control and data capture/
financial Incentive

Travel Card
U.S. and Global

$

Working Capital Improvement

DPO term extension/
COGS reduction/
supplier relationships

Unique
“win-win”
options!

$$$

All these solutions can help improve working capital – targeted to different suppliers
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Supplier analysis in four steps
1. Filter out suppliers that do not meet the initial criteria
Supplier Selection Process

Original Spend File
Supplier Cateory

Number of Suppliers

Spend (USD)

Running Balance

7076

$2,125,396,286.21

$2,125,396,286.21

Assumption

1.)Supplier Spend Size

Less than $1MM

6923

$287,485,212.27

$1,837,911,073.94

2.)Industry Type

Service Oriented
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$111,205,799.32

$1,726,705,274.62

Non-SCF supported countries

0

$0.00

$1,726,705,274.62

4.)Credit Quality

Better than BBB

65

$1,196,599,037.02

$530,106,237.60

5.)Payment Terms

Early Pay Terms

2

$10,757,229.92

$519,349,007.68

Terms < Net 10

32

$69,604,544.64

$449,744,463.04

38

$449,744,463.04

$449,744,463.04

3.)Supplier Location

End Balance

2. Create assumptions for extending terms and negotiating pricing
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Current Terms

Target Terms

Net 15-20

Net 30

Net 30

Net 60

Net 45-60

Net 90

…targeting a win-win whenever possible

Supplier analysis in four steps (cont’d)
3. Spread the target suppliers and allocate costs*
SCF Rate:

S&P or
Proxy
Rating
AA+
AA
AAA+
A
ABBB+
BBB
BBBBB+
BB
BBB+
B
BCCC+
NR
Totals

1.75%

Supplier COF
Savings- Current Terms

Est.
Suppliers by
Spread by SCF Spread
S&P
S&P*
0.79%
1.75%
0
0.82%
1.75%
0
0.91%
1.75%
0
1.01%
1.75%
0
1.10%
1.75%
0
1.38%
1.75%
0
1.66%
1.75%
0
1.94%
1.75%
3
2.33%
1.75%
0
2.73%
1.75%
2
3.12%
1.75%
1
3.48%
1.75%
6
3.83%
1.75%
5
4.19%
1.75%
1
5.42%
1.75%
0
6.65%
1.75%
1
5.00%
1.75%
19
38

$789,964.38

Supplier COF
Savings- Target Terms

Spend by S&P

Spend as % of
Total

Average
Terms

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$40,546,491
$0
$145,028,786
$2,492,213
$32,813,030
$19,206,209
$63,347,812
$1,754,417
$23,282,500
$121,273,006

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
9.02%
0.00%
32.25%
0.55%
7.30%
4.27%
14.09%
0.39%
5.18%
26.96%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
31
0
33
30
37
35
30
39
30
39

$449,744,463

100%

36

$49,300.85

$76,162,769

Average
Cash Flow Gain Cash Flow Gain
Breakeven Average Target Terms
at Breakeven at Target Terms
Terms
0
0
$0
$0
0
0
$0
$0
0
0
$0
$0
0
0
$0
$0
0
0
$0
$0
0
0
$0
$0
0
0
$0
$0
33
43
$252,214
$520,770
0
0
$0
$0
47
60
$4,829,532
$12,020,103
47
60
$115,662
$207,684
64
69
$2,434,689
$3,013,998
66
65
$1,638,545
$1,533,010
60
60
$5,236,066
$5,236,066
100
77
$231,505
$153,418
90
60
$3,864,643
$1,940,208
92
69
$19,923,477
$9,958,743
75

4. Identify the expected participation range
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Program Size

* For discussion only –These will be revised/changed, by target supplier ,during the planning and implementation stage
Note: SCF spread is an indicative rate that will be finalized when size and approach is finalized

66

$38,526,332

$34,584,002

60% to 80%+ of Total
depending on….

The potential value proposition
An example analysis
EXAMPLE TERMS
Sales to Buyer
Current Terms
New Terms
Invoice Approval Days
Supplier’s Financing Rate:
SCF Spread
LIBOR Rate
SCF Rate

$48,000,000
45
90
5
5.00%
1.50%
0.50%
2.00%

NOTES:
All estimates are based on 360-day calendar
LIBOR rates are for the period of the discount
*Estimated rate. Actual rate will depend on size
of program, and buyer credit quality.

Key Value Points:


Increase in DPO to 90 days (Buyer)



Buyer’s increase cash flow at no
additional costs



Supplier’s DSO decreases to 5 days



Supplier’s cash flow increases at no
additional cost
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TODAY

TODAY’S
TERMS
WITH SCF

NEW
TERMS
WITH SCF

Payment Terms:

45

45

90

DSO:

45

5

5

Supplier's Financing Rate %:

5.00%

5d @ 5.00%

5d @ 5.00%

40d @ 2.00%*

85d @ 2.00%*

Supplier's Financing Cost $:

$300,000

$140,000

$260,000

Supplier's A/R:

$6,000,000

$666,667

$666,667

Buyer’s A/P:

$6,000,000

$6,000,000

$12,000,000

Supplier's Savings ($):

$40,000

Supplier’s Savings (%):

13%

Supplier's Cash Flow Increase:

$5,333,333

Buyer’s Cash Flow Increase

$6,000,000

*SCF Program Discount Calculation: Invoice Amount X Annual SCF Rate* X Days Left in Term /360

Structured correctly, a supply chain finance program can represent
a substantial improvement for both parties

How well does it work?
Below are some of our SCF program testimonials…
“We supported a $300
million strategic sourcing
initiative into Latin America
facilitated by our SCF
program.”
— Global Apparel Company

“Through our supply chain
finance facility we have
unlocked over $500 million in
cash flow.”

— Auto Parts Retailer

“The SCF program resulted in
a reduction of our SG&A
costs by standardizing over
400 different types of
payment terms.”
— Home Improvement Retailer

“Our SCF program reduced
working capital to $20
million on $1 billion cost of
sales.”

— Global Manufacturer

“Through our supply
chain finance facility, we
have unlocked over
$75 million in cash flow.”

— Mining Company

“Through our supply
chain finance facility, we
provided crucial liquidity to
strategic suppliers.”

— Pulp & Paper Manufacturer

Clearly, there are big benefits to be gained
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Supply Chain Finance User Profile
Basic eligibility criteria

Basic eligibility criteria
Target buyers

Target suppliers

Company type

Company type

▪ Strong corporate and middle market clients

▪ Selling to Larger, High credit profile corporate customers

▪ Focus on working capital improvement– across organization

▪ Focused on working capital improvements, and their
customer is focused on working capital improvement

Industry type
▪ Industries with significant inventory carrying costs (e.g.,
retailers, auto parts, appliance spare parts, electric supply
components, etc.)
▪ Wholesalers, manufacturers and others saddled with
extended DSO

▪ Customer has a SCF program, or may be interested in
starting one with you (other options available as well)

Industry type
▪ Industries with significant inventory carrying costs (e.g.,
retailers, auto parts, appliance spare parts, electric supply
components, etc.)

▪ Retail and apparel, wholesalers, manufacturers, and others
with significant transit times associated with goods in transit
▪ Wholesaler, manufacturer or in another industry that is
(import and domestic supply chains)
saddled with extended DSO

▪ Retail and apparel, wholesalers, manufacturers, and other
companies in industries with significant transit times
associated with goods in transit
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Questions?

Thank you!
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Notice to Recipient
"Bank of America Merrill Lynch" is the marketing name for the global banking and global markets businesses of Bank of America Corporation. Lending, derivatives and other commercial banking
activities are performed globally by banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation, including Bank of America, N.A., Member FDIC. Securities, strategic advisory, and other investment banking
activities are performed globally by investment banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation ("Investment Banking Affiliates"), including, in the United States, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith
Incorporated and Merrill Lynch Professional Clearing Corp., both of which are registered as broker-dealers and Members of SIPC, and, in other jurisdictions, by locally registered entities. Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated and Merrill Lynch Professional Clearing Corp. are registered as futures commission merchants with the CFTC and are members of the NFA. Investment products
offered by Investment Banking Affiliates: Are Not FDIC Insured * May Lose Value * Are Not Bank Guaranteed.
This document is intended for information purposes only and does not constitute a binding commitment to enter into any type of transaction or business relationship as a consequence of any
information contained herein.
These materials have been prepared by one or more subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation solely for the client or potential client to whom such materials are directly addressed and delivered
(the “Company”) in connection with an actual or potential business relationship and may not be used or relied upon for any purpose other than as specifically contemplated by a written agreement
with us. We assume no obligation to update or otherwise revise these materials, which speak as of the date of this presentation (or another date, if so noted) and are subject to change without notice.
Under no circumstances may a copy of this presentation be shown, copied, transmitted or otherwise given to any person other than your authorized representatives. Products and services that may be
referenced in the accompanying materials may be provided through one or more affiliates of Bank of America, N.A.
We are required to obtain, verify and record certain information that identifies our clients, which information includes the name and address of the client and other information that will allow us to
identify the client in accordance with the USA Patriot Act (Title III of Pub. L. 107-56, as amended (signed into law October 26, 2001)) and such other laws, rules and regulations.
We do not provide legal, compliance, tax or accounting advice.
For more information, including terms and conditions that apply to the service(s), please contact your Bank of America Merrill Lynch representative.
Investment Banking Affiliates are not banks. The securities and financial instruments sold, offered or recommended by Investment Banking Affiliates, including without limitation money market mutual
funds, are not bank deposits, are not guaranteed by, and are not otherwise obligations of, any bank, thrift or other subsidiary of Bank of America Corporation (unless explicitly stated otherwise), and
are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) or any other governmental agency (unless explicitly stated otherwise).
This document is intended for information purposes only and does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation or an offer or solicitation, and is not the basis for any contract to purchase or
sell any security or other instrument, or for Investment Banking Affiliates or banking affiliates to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequent of any information contained herein.
With respect to investments in money market mutual funds, you should carefully consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses before investing. Although money market mutual
funds seek to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in money market mutual funds. The value of investments and the income derived from
them may go down as well as up and you may not get back your original investment. The level of yield may be subject to fluctuation and is not guaranteed. Changes in rates of exchange between
currencies may cause the value of investments to decrease or increase.
We have adopted policies and guidelines designed to preserve the independence of our research analysts. These policies prohibit employees from offering research coverage, a favorable research
rating or a specific price target or offering to change a research rating or price target as consideration for or an inducement to obtain business or other compensation.

Copyright 2016 Bank of America Corporation. Bank of America N.A., Member FDIC, Equal Housing Lender. (ARVWMF5S)
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